Visual Arts

Friday’s art sessions have been a hive of enthusiastic activity.

The K/PP class has been exploring colour and texture. They have also created a class book based on “The Green Sheep.” They have also collaged ‘Elmer’ the elephant and painted their families.

Year 1/2 and Year 3/4 have been creating landscapes using magazine collage. They look fantastic. They are now creating characters to complete the scenes.

Year 5/6/7 have sculpted narrative characters using drink bottles and paper mache. They are very excited to be at the stage of painting and using textiles to decorate.

The students would like you to collect items that we could use during art lessons please. Do you have any of the below items that you wish to part with? If so send them to school on Fridays. Thank you!

- Buttons
- Fabric scraps
- Ribbon
- Beads
- String
- Shells
- Nuts
- Old pasta
- Plastic netting (onion orange bags)
- Bubble wrap
- Paper doilies
- Pegs
- Empty match boxes
- Egg cartons
- Magazines
- Milk bottle tops
- Milk bottles plastic
- Old picture frames